Abstract
The Problem -How does one detect discrimination?
In a case decided in December 2015, the District Court of Litomerice found that a real estate agent violated the Czech Anti-Discrimination Act and the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms when she denied housing to a Roma woman because of her race.
1 A non-governmental organization in the Czech Republic conducted systemic testing of real estate agents to determine if they discriminate against persons of Roma ethnicity. In the course of one test, an agent asked a tester if she was Roma and stated that she would not rent to Roma because of a previous bad experience. Unknown to the agent, the tester recorded the conversation. The tester subsequently sued for damages and an apology.
The trial judge found discrimination and ordered the agent to apologize to the tester. However, the judge refused to award damages to the tester on the ground that the tester should not have been surprised to find discrimination.
2 Neither party appealed the ruling. 2 "Real estate agent must apologize to Roma for Discrimination," Ceske Noviny (14 August 2015) http://www.ceskenoviny.cz/zpravy/real-estate-agent-must-apologise-to-romany-for-discrimination/1247591; Prague Daily Monitor http://www.praguemonitor.com/2015/08/17/real-estate-agent-must-apologise-roma-discrimination.
3 "Real estate agent to apologise for discrimination," Prague Daily Monitor (3 December 2015) http:// praguemonitor.com/2015/12/03/real-estate-agent-apologise-discrimination to deter future illegal conduct by this defendant and other similarly situated housing providers. As stated by the United States Supreme Court in the context of standing to sue: "A tester who has been the object of a misrepresentation under § 804 (d) [misrepresentation as to the availability of a dwelling] has suffered injury in precisely the form the statute was intended to guard against, and therefore has standing to maintain a claim for damages under the Act's provision. That the tester may have approached the real estate agent fully expecting he would receive false information, and without any intention of buying or renting a home, does not negate the simple fact of injury within the meaning of § 804(d)."
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American courts, including the United States Supreme Court, explicitly sanction testing as a means to detect housing discrimination. 12 American courts recognize that testing is the best, and sometimes the only, way to prove discrimination. Testing is when two persons who are equivalent in every way except the protected classification apply for housing to see if they are treated the same. If they are treated differently, the only reasonable explanation is that they were denied housing because of the prohibited characteristic. The burden of proof thus shifts to the housing provider to show the absence of illegal discrimination. Often complaints of housing discrimination disappear after a valid test where it is demonstrated that the landlord treated all applicants the same. Testing is done not only by civil rights and fair housing enforcement agencies, it is sometimes used by real estate companies and lenders to determine if their agents are following the law.
This article will explain how American law prohibits housing discrimination and how testing is used in the United States to enforce the law. The American experience is not so different from the European experience so a knowledge of American law may be helpful to European courts and policy makers in ensuring that all persons have access to equal and decent housing.
Housing discrimination is illegal in the United States
Housing discrimination was and continues to be a major social and legal problem in the United States. 13 Since 1968, it has been illegal under federal law in the United States to discriminate in housing transactions based on a person's protected status.
14 Even prior to 1968, some states and local governments had enacted laws making discrimination in the sale or rental of housing illegal. 15 Just as an employer cannot discriminate in the employment context or a hotel or restaurant proprietor cannot discriminate in access to public accommodations or officials cannot discriminate in access to governmental programs and services, housing providers, whether public or private, cannot discriminate in the access of housing. 16 In the Civil Rights Act of 1866, Congress had provided that everyone is to be free of racial discrimination in the right to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold and convey real and personal property. 17 However, this very first civil rights law enacted following the Civil War and the emancipation of the slaves was not fully enforced for 102 years. It was not until 1968 that the United States Supreme Court interpreted the 1866 Act to prohibit refusals to sell private property because of the race of the buyer.
18
That same year Congress passed the more comprehensive Fair Housing Act.
19
The Fair Housing Act prohibits more discrimination than simply racial discrimination. Seven protected classes are enumerated in the Fair Housing Act as it currently stands. Today, the Fair Housing Act protects the following classes: race, color, religion, sex, familial status, national origin, and handicap. As originally passed in 1968, the statute prohibited only discrimination on the basis of race, color, national origin, and religion. Congress added sex discrimination in 1974. The Amendment has been construed to cover cases 15 A good example is California, which prohibited housing discrimination before it was illegal under federal law. A state referendum amended the California Constitution to repeal these laws by giving residents of California a state constitutional right to discriminate. One year before the passage of the federal Fair Housing Act, the United States Supreme Court held this state constitutional provision to be illegal state action supporting discrimination under the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution. Reitman v. Mulkey, 387 U.S. 369 (1967) . 16 The Fair Housing Act applies only to "dwellings" and contains a number of exemptions, such as owner occupied buildings with no more than four units, certain sales of individual homes when the services of a broker are not utilized, and some housing provided by religions and private clubs. A "dwelling" has been defined as "a temporary or permanent dwelling place, abode or habitation to which one intends to return as distinguished from the place of temporary sojourn or transient visit. of sexual harassment whether based on quid pro quo or hostile environment theories.
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The Act has also been construed to cover domestic abuse.
21 While the amendment does not explicitly cover discrimination based on sexual orientation, HUD rules prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation in federally subsidized housing programs.
22 Where same-sex couples are applying for housing, a good argument can be made that a denial based on the sex of one of the partners is discrimination because of sex. nant women or someone in the process of securing legal custody of a child. 26 It does not apply in marital status cases. The provision protects foster families. 27 The Act exempts housing for older persons from the familial status prohibitions.
28 This exemption is narrowly construed and does not permit senior housing to discriminate on any other ground prohibited by the Act.
The definition of a handicapped person under the Fair Housing Act is borrowed from the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
29 A handicap is defined as: Someone with a physical or mental impairment which substantially limits one or more major life activities; Someone with a record of an impairment; or Someone who is regarded as having an impairment.
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The 1988 Amendments state that reasonable occupancy requirements are permitted. HUD has wrestled with the question of what is a reasonable occupancy standard. The question most frequently comes in cases involving familial status discrimination, but it can involve other classes as well. The current standard is that the so-called Keating Memo, http://www.hud.gov/offices/fheo/library/occupancystds.pdf, which generally approves a two person per bedroom standard, but which also allows for some flexibility depending upon the particulars of the premises. A municipality that imposes an occupancy standard carries the burden of establishing that it is reasonable and is not entitled to a presumption of validity. Court accepted the City's argument that the restriction was necessary to protect the health and safety of younger children. The Court also rejected the plaintiff 's argument that the dangers in a SRO were preferable to those in homeless shelters or on the streets. The Court was not convinced that these alternatives were the only alternatives to a SRO unit. Mountainside Mobile Estates v. HUD, 56 F.3d 1243 (10th Cir. 1995), recognizes that an occupancy standard is legal if the housing provider can demonstrate that the standard has a manifest relationship to the housing in question. In that case, the landlord was able to show that the sewer connection would not accommodate more persons in the unit. If the occupancy standard is used as a pretext for racial or national origin discrimination, it will be illegal. U.S. v. Town of Cicero, 1997 WL 337379 (June 16, 1997). The handicap provisions of the 1988 Act require housing providers to make reasonable accommodations and allow reasonable modifications for disabled persons. 31 The failure to accommodate is an independent basis for liability under the fair housing laws.
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The Fair Housing Act prohibits a variety of practices. Section 3604(a), prohibits refusals to sell or rent, refusals to negotiate, or any other act to make housing unavailable because of discrimination against a protected class. Subsection 3604(a) has been broadly applied to discrimination by insurance companies that refuse to write insurance in minority neighborhoods or that otherwise discriminate on the basis of a protected class.
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Subsection (b) prohibits discrimination in the terms, conditions, or privileges of sale or rental, or in services or facilities.
One of the most important restrictions in the Fair Housing Act is subsection (c) that makes it unlawful to publish any discriminatory notice, statement, or advertisement. This subsection is very important because the exemptions in the Act do not apply and the subsection imposes virtual strict liability for one who publishes a discriminatory statement. Subsection (d) makes it illegal to represent that a dwelling is not available, and subsection (e) prohibits blockbusting.
Section 3605 has been important in recent years because it prohibits discrimination in residential real estate transactions, which applies to discrimination in home residential lending and other forms of financial assistance. Beginning with the Justice Department 31 42 U.S.C. § 3604(f) (3) (A) and (B). 32 See, Wisconsin Community Services, Inc. v. City of Milwaukee, 465 F.3d 737 (7 th Cir. 2006). Reasonable accommodations are required when necessary to afford equal opportunity to use and enjoy a dwelling unless doing so would "impose undue financial or administrative burdens" or require a "substantial" or "fundamental alteration" in the existing regulatory scheme. Landlords are required to allow tenants to make reasonable modifications to the premises when necessary to afford the full enjoyment of the property, but they can require that the modifications be done in a workmanlike manner, and the landlord may demand that the premises be returned to their original condition once the tenancy is terminated if this is reasonable. The tenant may be required to establish an escrow account to ensure that restoration will be accomplished. The Act contemplates that most questions concerning reasonable accommodations and modifications will be resolved through good faith bargaining between the housing provider and the tenant. Courts are reluctant to allow damage actions against a defendant who has set up reasonable procedures to resolve a request for an accommodation. Adam v. Linn-Benton Housing Authority, 147 F.
Supp. 2d 1044 (D. Ore. 2001).
The Act further requires that new multi-family housing of four or more units meet certain accessibility requirements. 42 U.S.C. § 3604(f) (3) (C). These requirements are relatively simple and inexpensive to meet if they are incorporated in the original design of the building. However, housing developers and architects have been slow in complying with these requirements. The legislative history is clear that Congress did not intend to establish a national building code. HUD may encourage, but not require, states and local governments to enforce design and construction requirements that are at least as stringent as the requirements in the Act. However, the Act does not require either HUD or state or local building officials to review or approve the plans, designs, or construction of covered multifamily dwellings to see whether they conform to the Act. 33 E.g., NAACP v. American Family Mutual Insurance Co., 978 F.2d 287 (7 th Cir. 1992), cert denied, 508 U.S. 907 (1993).
consent decree against Decatur Federal in 1992,
34 there have been a number of successful cases filed against the mortgage lending industry that have resulted in major changes in lending practices and substantial damages awarded to victims of mortgage lending discrimination. Section 3605 also applies to predatory loans that are targeted against classes protected by the Fair Housing Act.
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Section 3606 prohibits discrimination in providing brokerage services. Section 3617 makes it illegal to interfere, threaten, or coerce persons in the exercise of their fair housing rights. This section has raised free speech concerns when the activities involve petitioning the government or the filing of law suits.
36
The 1988 Amendments Act expanded enforcement of the 1968 Fair Housing Act beyond private civil suits for damages or injunctive relief.
37 Complainants have the option to file a complaint with the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
38 HUD has a mandate to investigate complaints filed with that agency within 100 days and to seek conciliation of fair housing claims. If HUD finds reasonable cause that a violation has occurred, the parties may elect to have the case tried by a HUD administrative law judge or in the courts. The United States Department of Justice has power to bring enforcement actions in pattern and practice cases. 39 The 1988 Act allows recover equitable and damage relief, we well as punitive damages (except in administrative proceedings). It further allows for the award of attorneys' fees to prevailing complainants. HUD also has power to issue regulations to enforce fair housing, which HUD has done and which are very useful to those seeking guidance about the requirements of the Act.
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The Fair Housing Act also recognized that state and local laws play a substantial role in preventing housing discrimination. States and local governments that pass laws and ordinances that are substantially equivalent to the federal Act may receive federal funding to assist in their enforcement efforts. 41 Many state and local governments have sought and gained substantial equivalency. Also, state and local laws can provide more protection than the federal Act, and many state and local laws provide more protection than the federal Act. For instance, some local laws prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation or preference, marital status, age, source of income, and veteran's status, and also have narrower exemptions than the federal law.
Why housing discrimination is important -damage caused
Even today, nearly fifty years after the American Congress passed the Fair Housing Act, discrimination against all protected classes still occurs in the United States, and American cities continue to be segregated on the basis of race.
42 The struggle for equal rights in the ownership of property began immediately after the abolition of slavery, but until 1968, tools to abolish private discrimination in housing did not exist. Private discrimination, often in the form of restrictive covenants that explicitly discriminated on the basis of race, 43 as well as many federal, state and local governmental laws and policies promoted racial segregation. Discriminatory lending practices restricted where persons could buy homes. The results of those policies are evident in America's cities today.
In addition to "when racial discrimination herds men into ghettos," 44 discrimination in housing causes real damage to the victims of discrimination. Segregation affects employment and educational opportunities, public health, life expectancy, law enforcement, and the accumulation of wealth -in other words, nearly all aspects of life in the United States. 45 It subjects victims of discrimination to humiliation and embarrassment and to stresses that affect not only the individual, but whole families and neighborhoods.
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It offends human dignity in its most elemental form.
Discrimination also causes damage to the community at large. 47 For this reason, the United States Supreme Court has expanded standing to enforce the Fair Housing Act to community residents and to municipalities that are injured by discriminatory housing practices. 48 The damage may include increased costs of policing and other municipal services, diminished property values which cause a loss of revenue to local governments that largely rely on property taxes for their revenue, and damage to the ability of municipalities to attract investment and business opportunities. 49 The loss of human potential alone is incalculable. Intentional discrimination can be shown by either direct or circumstantial evidence. Direct evidence includes statements, advertisements, regulations or policies that explicitly refer to a protected class. Examples are advertisements that seek "single women only" or that display photos of white residents only or statements by a rental agent that wheel chairs are not allowed in the congregate dining facilities of a senior center. Circumstantial evidence includes the housing provider's rental history, statistics showing the number of residents in protected classes where the nature of the community would assume greater diversity, and the sequence when units were listed or taken off the market.
Traditional standards of proof

Intentional discrimination
As in cases involving employment discrimination, courts often employ a disparate treatment framework to analyze whether there is intentional discrimination. 50 Under the disparate treatment analysis, a prima facie case of discrimination is established by showing that:
The complainant is a member of a protected class; The complainant applied for the housing and was qualified;
The complainant was rejected and the unit remained available.
This framework can be adjusted to the circumstances. For instance, if the complainant was never allowed to apply, the issue of his or her qualifications is moot. Once the complainant establishes a prima facie case, the burden shifts to the respondent to articulate a legitimate reason not based on the protected status of the complainant. Then complainant can still go forward to show that this reason is a pretext for discrimination. A court may infer discrimination from the falsity of the respondent's explanation.
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In the Czech case, the real estate agent defended her refusal to rent to Roma on the ground that she had a previous bad experience with Roma tenants. This type of stereotyping is never acceptable. An acceptable defense might be that the agent has checked the potential tenant's references and learned about a prior history of not paying rent on time, of not keeping the premises clean, of her children creating disturbances, or of any other reason that would show that this person would not be a good tenant. However, one cannot assume that persons of a particular race or ethnic group cause problems or that families with children or persons with disabilities will necessary cause damage or disturb the peace and quiet of other residents.
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One of the most effective means of proving intentional discrimination is through testing. Indeed, in many cases, testing may be the only means available to show that an individual act was motivated by discrimination. Because testing distinguishes individuals solely on the basis of a prohibited classification such as race it ensures that other factors such as income, occupation, prior rental history or any other legitimate factor that might be considered in renting or selling housing are excluded as a reason for the denial. Testing works both ways. It identifies discrimination when it exists and it also shows when a landlord had a legitimate reason apart from a prohibited classification to refuse a unit.
Disparate Impact
A violation of the Fair Housing Act can also be established by showing that a policy or practice has a discriminatory impact even in the absence of any proof of an intent to discriminate. HUD has adopted the disparate impact theory in its regulations, and this regulation offers powerful support for finding that a rule or policy of either a public housing authority or of a private landlord is illegal because of its disparate impact on a protected class. 53 The rule puts the burden on the charging party to show a discriminatory effect. Once this burden is satisfied, the burden of proving that the practice is necessary to achieve a substantial, legitimate, nondiscriminatory interest is on the respondent. If the respondent successfully articulates a nondiscriminatory reason, the complainant must show that the respondent's interest could be served by another practice that has a less discriminatory effect. 54 The rule specifically states that a legally sufficient justification may not be used as a defense against intentional discrimination.
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The United States Supreme Court affirmed the disparate impact standard under the Fair Housing Act and the HUD disparate impact rule in Texas Department of Housing and 52 See HUD v. Colclasure, FH/FL ¶26,109 (HUD ALJ 1998) (landlord cannot assume that children will cause additional wear and tear on the unit).If the problem is bad behavior, the cases generally say that one cannot assume that children will misbehave. HUD v. Jeffre, FH/FL ¶25,020 (1991) (housing provider cannot assume that minor children will cause problems). Similarly, the Fair Housing Act allows a landlord to refuse to rent to a person with a disability "whose tenancy would constitute a direct threat to the health or safety of other individuals or whose tenancy would result in substantial physical damage to the property of other." 48 U.S.C. § 3604(f)(9). However, a "direct threat" must be established by objective evidence of overt acts that caused harm or threatened harm and not through broad stereotypes. 
Community Affairs v. Inclusive Communities Project.
56 In doing so, the Court recognized the continuing effects of past discrimination and the role of the Fair Housing Act in eliminating those effects.
Disparate impact is proven largely through statistical evidence. Nonetheless, testing evidence may be persuasive to demonstrate the practical impact of a particular policy or practice. As a human matter, judges are naturally reluctant to find discrimination based on statistics alone. Systemic testing that demonstrates the practical effect of a particular policy is very useful in presenting a case of disparate impact. Sometimes the cumulative effect of tests that show that members of a protected class are excluded turns a case into a disparate treatment case because a judge will recognize that a reasonable person should have known that the practical effect of policies that exclude members of a protected class and are unexplainable for any other reason and therefore "intended" to discriminate.
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Testing is an established means of proving discrimination
Testing is one of the best means to detect housing discrimination.
58 In Richardson v. Howard, 59 the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit stated: "The evidence provided by testers both benefits unbiased landlords by quickly dispelling false claims of discrimination and is a major resource in society's continuing struggle to eliminate the subtle but deadly poison of racial discrimination. We have discovered no case in which the credibility of testimony provided by a tester has been questioned simply because of the tester's "professional" status. Indeed, tester evidence may well receive more weight because of its source. Testers seem more likely to be careful and dispassionate observers of events which lead to a discrimination suit than individuals who are allegedly being discriminated against."
Testing is exactly what its name implies. One conducts a test to see if housing discrimination is present. Today persons who discriminate, rarely disclose their motivation. Instead they try to disguise their actions. 60 When properly done, testing can disclose discrimination in prices and services, in unit availability, and in customer treatment. Some housing providers and financial institutions do self-testing in order to ensure that their employees are not violating the law by illegally steering customers or engaging in other forms of housing discrimination. When properly undertaken to ensure compliance with the law, self-testing may shield the employer from liability.
64 Sometimes, housing providers will do their own testing, but more often they will contract with a local fair housing organization to do the testing for them.
There are many different types of tests depending upon the situation. Trained testers contact rental agencies, brokers, or financial institutions posing as persons seeking to rent or purchase a home to determine if there is any evidence of discrimination. Testers are trained in how to behave and what to look for. Training generally is for several hours and often testers are required to do a field test as part of the training. Testers have no relationship to any party in the case nor do they have any personal or economic interest in the matter. They are given an assumed identity and informed of the facts they are to relate in applying for the housing. Generally a tester knows nothing of the background of the case nor is the tester given more facts than are necessary to conduct the test. This ensures that the tester will not be biased or will not attempt to entrap the housing provider. The test is considered successful whether or not discrimination is found. It is equally gratifying to find out that a housing provider is not discriminating as it is to detect discrimination. Immediately after the test, the tester writes down what happened in the test and then he or she is debriefed by the testing coordinator, who is often a paid worker for the fair housing organization. Testers are paid a small stipend for their work and the pay is not contingent upon the results of the test. If a test discloses discrimination, the tester may later be interviewed by government investigators or called to testify in court or in an administrative hearing.
Testers respect the confidentiality of the process and do not disclose the fact of testing or the test results to anyone other than the test coordinator or when called to testify. The identity of a tester is kept secret except when a case proceeds to litigation.
Testing may be done by only one tester, such as when a tester goes to a number of apartment complexes to determine if they meet the accessibility requirements of the Fair Housing Act. More often paired tests are conducted where two or more testers with roughly the same credentials except for their protected class status are sent to a housing complex to see if they are given the same information or equal treatment.
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Some tests are complaint-based. In other words, an African-American home seeker complains to the fair housing organizations that she thinks that she may have been the victim of discrimination. She telephoned for an appointment and was told the unit was available, but when she showed up at the rental office a short time later, the agent appeared to be nervous and told her that no units were any longer available. A white tester and an African-American tester might be sent to the rental office. If the white tester is told that a unit is available and the African-American tester is told that it is not, this is pretty solid evidence of discrimination.
Other tests may be systemic. 66 Able-bodied and disabled testers may be sent to test the building of a certain landlord who is suspected of discriminating even though no bona fide person with a disability has complained about the complex.
Most often tests are conducted in person by having the testers appear on site, but sometimes testing is conducted over the telephone when specific information is sought or be- 65 In one of the earliest reported testing cases, a white couple was sent to inquire about a home immediate after an African American couple was rejected. cause of the nature of the business. For instance, home-owners insurance is most often purchased over the phone rather than by a visit to the insurance agent's office.
The United States Justice Department equips its testers with recording devises. However, some states make it illegal to record a conversation without the permission of all parties to the conversation. 67 The Justice Department cannot be restricted by state law in its investigation of federal violations and, therefore, the United States can record tests even in those states that make recording illegal. 68 Private fair housing groups have not challenged these state laws even though the groups are acting as private attorneys general in enforcing federal law. 
Testing is legal and ethical
One of the most frequent objections to testing is that it is unethical. 70 Critics argue that it is an unfair procedure used to entrap an unwary housing provider. Testers are at best paid liars. While of necessity, testers assume a false identity, there is nothing unethical or illegal about what a tester does. A well-trained tester does not solicit information not freely volunteered by the housing provider. Testers are trained not to suggest to housing providers that they discriminate or to lead a housing provider into making incriminating statements. Testers simply assume an identity and allow that identity to speak for itself. If the landlord treats all applicants equally, the test is termed a success; the same as when the landlord treats applicants differently. Each applicant is unaware of the way the other tester is treated and will generally not ever know for sure if there was discrimination until later called to testify.
lish the real harm that exposure to discrimination causes to all persons. 79 Also, the more blatant the discrimination and harmful the conduct the more likely it is that a fact finder will infer damage and award a large amount of money even to a tester who went into the test knowing that discrimination could be the result. 80 Triers of fact will recognize that even the strongest individuals cannot always steel themselves from the injury that discrimination causes. 81 Nevertheless, in most cases, a tester will not be the complainant but only the witness in the case.
Furthermore, in the United States, punitive damages, which are not awarded because of the harm caused to the victim but because of the seriousness of the defendant's conduct, may be awarded to deter the conduct and to send a message to others that discrimination is not tolerated. Substantial damage awards also encourage others who have been injured by housing discrimination to come forward, something many persons are reluctant to do. 82 The Czech judge who refused to award damages to the tester failed to appreciate the importance of damage awards in compensating persons for their injuries and in deterring such misconduct in the future. However, the Czech judge's reaction to the request for damages was quite normal. Why should the law compensate persons who put themselves in a position to be injured? Nonetheless, testers perform an important public service in helping to document discrimination, and they do suffer trauma each time it is brought home to them that they themselves are not equal to others who are similarly situated except for an immutable characteristic. Attorneys who represent testers as complainants should be aware of this natural reaction against testers and be prepared to offer evidence, even expert testimony when necessary, to show that testers do suffer trauma as a result of their work and deserve to be compensated. Indeed, it is doubtful if there is anyway testers can prepare themselves to prevent injury when discrimination strikes at the very essence of who they are. It is the complainant's attorney who bears the burden of establishing and proving damages. The attorney should never lose sight of this responsibility and provide the judge or fact-finder with the ammunition to sustain a large damage award.
Conclusion
Housing discrimination causes great damage to both its immediate victims and to the community at large. In this day of ever more sophisticated marketing and sales, cases of blatant facial discrimination still occur, but they account for only a small percentage of legal violations. Once segregated housing patterns are established they are very difficult to eradicate. The experience in the United States demonstrates that it may take generations to eliminate the effects of discrimination and the segregated housing patterns discrimination produces. Both the government and the private sector must be diligent and proactive in combatting this societal cancer. Testing has proven to be one of the most effective means of identifying discrimination so that both private individuals and the government can aggressively combat it. Consequently, testing for housing discrimination should be encouraged, and when testers sue, they should be awarded damages on the same basis as bona fide complainants.
